APICS Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP)

Validates mastery of supply chain and operations management concepts.
The first and most well-recognized educational program to cover the end-to-end supply chains.
Professional development, education and certification program
First certification program to focus on the end-to-end global supply chain
The global standard in supply chain education and certification since its introduction in 2006
Consists of three courseware modules; one exam

About CSCP Certification
APICS, The Association for Operations Management, USA introduced CSCP certification program to develop and recognize professionals in Supply Chain Management. The CSCP program is contained in a body of knowledge developed by APICS and professionals can now obtain Qualification as a Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP) after meeting the minimum qualification requirements and passing an examination conducted by APICS affiliates globally.

PIQC and BRASI Offers
APICS CSCP Preparatory Classes
Prepare for your CSCP Exam with the pioneers of CSCP program in Pakistan. Focused Training and Preparation for Success!

APICS Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP)
- Validates mastery of supply chain and operations management concepts.
- The first and most well-recognized educational program to cover the end-to-end supply chains.
- Professional development, education and certification program
- First certification program to focus on the end-to-end global supply chain
- The global standard in supply chain education and certification since its introduction in 2006
- Consists of three courseware modules; one exam

APICS CSCP program designed for:
- Supply chain managers
- Materials managers
- Functional management
- Employees in cross-functional departments
- Consultants facilitating supply chain functions or working with ERP

Eligibility
Graduate Plus atleast 02 Years Professional Experience.

PIQC and BRASI, Pakistan offers preparatory classes for the Exam Window March 19 to May 07, 2016 based on the CSCP Body of Knowledge published in the 2015 Exam Content Manual, which will help professionals in this field to obtain the CSCP certification or familiarize themselves with the most up to date program in Supply Chain Management. The classes are offered with the technical collaboration of BRASI, USA.

For Details and Registration, Please Contact:

PIQC Institute of Quality
D-63, Block 8, Gulshan-e-Iqbal, Karachi
Tel: 03332163620, 34973784, 34822234, 34825684, 34990775
E-mail: piqc@cyber.net.pk
Website: www.piqc.edu.pk
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